629 Peregrine Pl
Chattanooga, TN 37419
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$ 562,500

4 Bedrooms . 3 Bathrooms . 3,379 Sqft

When just enough is everything you want . . . your new home just might be in Black Creek where the setting and
its homes close in on perfection in home ownership. This Dexter White custom reinforces all the expectations
Buyers have come to appreciate in this naturally surrounded golf course, club house with fitness center and
restaurant, tennis and pool community wrapped in the spectacular majesty of some of Tennessee's most
beautiful mountain views of Scenic City's Chattanooga. One of the most diverse plans allowing you to grow a
family in it or scale down after growing a family to its open, seamless flow of the main level living areas - inside
and out - promoting the most comfortable of casual lifestyles imaginable. Flawlessly decorated in a soothing
designer palette of hues evokinga spa like serenity from the moment you enter your escape home. Main level
living lives big with a two story family room with fireplace and eating area completely open to an updated kitchen
with new Jenn-Air appliances to include gas cook top and double ovens. With a smooth flow from kitchen to your
own corner of the outside world screen porch overlooking the completely level, lushly landscaped backyard perfect for play or pets on this quiet cul-de-sac corner that allows for all the parking you will ever need when…
entertaining in or out. Expansive master bedroom is privately tucked away on the main level with study in close
proximity for the late night working partner. Beautifully refinished solid hardwoods dominate the main level,
stairs and landing and hallway on the second level where three bedroom suites await your guests and or family.
Fourth bedroom is oversized with huge walk-in heated and cooled closet. The moons lined up perfectly to create
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the well developed plan, an amenity filled location within 7 minutes to the heart of downtown and an impeccably
maintained in & out and recently updated home that will simply allow you to unpack and call it home moving day now go outside and play Black Creek. Invest in a lifestyle and improve the quality of yours and your family's lives
and call Black Creek home.
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